WELCOME delegates and INTRODUCE yourself with some background.
INTRODUCE workshop by explaining:
• The course is about understanding more of your role as Managers and your impact on
others. The workshop majors on performance management - getting the best out of people

• People are not like machines. If you press the letter ’L’ on a key board, the letter ‘L’ appears
on the screen - it does exactly what it says on the packet. People are not that easy - they come
with their own motivations, attitudes, moods and opinions. They decide to what degree they
will apply their skills

• The sign of an intelligent manager is the one who can switch managerial styles depending
on the situation and the person - from ‘management by control’ to ‘management by
commitment’
• Everything we cover -is designed to encourage others to ‘give of their best’ not ‘give what
they can get away with’ - the difference between the two in terms of levels of performance
can be wide
COVER Knowledge / Skill Checklist in manual, to introduce content of the day, by delegates
completing the PRE column. EXPLAIN will revisit checklist at end of day for delegates to
complete POST column. This will help gauge level of learning and to give them a focus for
action planning / personal pledging.
REFER to back page of manual to encourage thoughts about action plan throughout the day.
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MANAGEMENT AND LEADERSHIP
SHOW above slide.

ASK delegates to work in pairs to DISCUSS a Leader does? And what a Manager does, and
come up with a flipcharted explanation for both. Also to name the Leaders they admire most.
REVIEW feedback.
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Q What is the literal meaning of leading?

A Analogy with leading a group of people on a walk - DETERMINING DIRECTION AND
GETTING PEOPLE TO FOLLOW.
POINT OUT that even negative examples of leaders - Hitler, Osama Bin Laden, Saddam
Hussein - however they still had this ability to set a vision and get people to follow them,
horrifying the consequences may be.
Q So what is managing?
A It’s the HOW of implementing leadership - HOW you do it.

REVIEW above slide.
Q Are we Leaders or Managers?
Q When do we play Leaders in our jobs?
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ASK delegates the above question and get their responses before revealing the answer.
EXPLORE the second question.

EXPLAIN that:
• The player or athlete is the expert and that the coach can help them realise their potential
that his expertise, skills, practice, techniques, experience, commitment and focus can bring
him
• One way to think about coaching is a professional football team coach. If the team wins 4-1
– he points out the good things that they did so they’ll do them again next time – possibly
even better
• If the team loses 7-0? – (after some feedback!) he shows them the video and highlight the
areas they let themselves down on, discuss how to improve in these areas, perhaps give some
hints and tips, and boost their confidence to put them into the right mindset to achieve next
time

• Coaches also look to the future – who are they playing next? What are their strengths? How
can we counteract these strengths?
EMPHASISE that we don t need to be the best operator, in terms of speed and quality, as
Coaches. However, we do need to understand the outputs of the job; the challenges in
achieving the outputs. We also need to ask the right questions. E.g. Adam Crozier/Allan
Leighton; NHS taking on manager from RAC; Alex Ferguson played for Aberdeen(?)
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Q So in a commercial setting, what is coaching?
A
REVEAL above slide

Q How do coaching situations arise?
A Examples to expect:
• Chats (over coffee, on office floor) – Walking the Floor – ‘Let s have a chat about how
you handled that last customer’
• In an appraisal – ‘How are you getting on with such and such a project’

• Observation – a team member’s performance in a meeting: ‘How do you think it
went, what might you do differently next time’ (and then give feedback) or ‘How about
trying it this way.....’
• Approaches for assistance from the Coachee
• Outputs and targets – reports, forms, figures, deadlines and targets (e.g. sales
figures, call monitoring targets). ‘Let’s talk through this report/these figures, tell me
how you did it, I think I can give you some tips on improving’
• Delegating tasks/activities
• Covering for absence
• Grooming your no 2
EXPLAIN that a very large % of coaching is ad hoc and unplanned but skilled in its delivery- so
it’s important to be good at coaching ‘on your feet’ at very short notice (i.e. having the skills &
structure as second nature so it can be done on auto pilot) .
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EXERCISE: QUESTION DETECTIVE
EXPLAIN that:-

• We’ll do a 5 minute ‘Question Detective’ Exercise
• You will be given a problem to solve
• Without conferring with the trainer, think of ONE question EACH to ask you. You can confer
with each other if you want.

SHOW above slide.
FLIP UP questions, as delegates shout them out, noting:• Put closed questions in one ( untitled) column, and open questions in another
• Don’t answer any questions until all are listed
ANSWER questions in CLOSED column first, then the OPEN questions.
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REVEAL above slide to introduce topic.
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REVIEW the above slide.
EMPHASISE:
• Team members need to know which direction they are headed, what is required of them
and how they are doing against what is required
• A lot of the time, managers tend to assume people know how well they are doing, or even
knowing what to do in the first place
• This runs the risk of staff de-motivation and wasting time untangling work that doesn’t hit
standard because we didn’t set it properly in the first place or we failed to monitor it
effectively
POINT OUT that the word ASSUME can be split into ASS / U / ME!
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REVIEW above slide.
ACHIEVABLE:
• If they walk away with a mental barrier to achievement, it’s one more reason for them to
not achieve the objective. An analogy is to think about sales people. They will look for buying
signals from us. If they don’t get them, they’ll ask for our thoughts - because if they don’t,
there is a risk you’ll go and buy it at a competitor
Q How can we help promote achievability?

A Breaking down targets into bite sized chunks.
E.g. 1: an annual/monthly target broken down into a weekly/daily target.
E.g. 2: ‘To reduce the response time from 4 days to 1 day within the next 3 weeks’ could be
transformed into ‘To reduce the response time to 3 days within 1 week, 2 days within 2 weeks
and to 1 day by the end of the third week’.
• Ask them what they can achieve – one Area Manager stressed that he always asks the team
member for a target, as very often they were over-ambitious about what they could achieve.
It’s a lot easier managing their expectations downwards in terms of a realistic target to
achieve
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ASSERTIVENESS
Q Write down the name of a person who you think is assertive, and why? PROBE delegates for
what this person SAYS or DOES to make them assertive.
REVIEW above slide.
EXPLAIN:
• The person on the receiving end of behaviour judges what behavioural style it is
• Telling someone what to do without understanding (and voicing) their work pressures / how
they are feeling / what views they have about doing things, can be viewed as aggressive

• Therefore, assertive people are ‘YOU AND ME’ people whereas aggressive people can be
seen as ‘ME ME ME’ people
• Assertive people look for workable compromises with others
• Aggressive styles can be appropriate in managerial behaviour e.g. Being directional with
people when time deadlines are approaching, or perhaps when people prefer to be managed
with an autocratic style (“Do it, in this way, by this deadline, to this standard”)
• Assertive people tend to be prepared - they think through situations and outcomes. They
are diplomatic and tactful, not confrontational
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3 STEPS TO ASSERTIVE BEHAVIOUR
REVIEW above slide, referring to manual: Assertiveness – the 3 Steps.
EMPHASISE that Step 1 is the bit we all tend to miss out.

ASK delegates for some possible STEP 1 phrases:
• “I understand that you are ….”
• “I appreciate what you’re saying however ….”
• “I understand where you’re coming from ….”
• “On one hand I agree with you, on the other hand ……
• “I can see that you’re angry ….”
• “I think there is a lot of value in what you’ve just said …….
OR Summarise and Confirm - “So let me get this right, what you’re saying is ………”
POINT OUT:
• Step 3 can be turned into a question e.g. “How’s about we....; What do you say if I .........”
• Ensure sincerity otherwise people may feel we are being manipulative (aggressive)
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REVIEW above slide
Q What are the right type of questions?
A OPEN questions
Q What are OPEN questions?
A the 5 W s and the H!!
i.e. Questions starting with WHAT, WHEN, WHY, WHERE, WHO, HOW. You should be talking
the least – don t say “Is that ok?” SAY “How do feel about that?”
Don t say “You know that your lateness has a detrimental effect on the team, don t you?” SAY
“How do you think your lateness affects the team?”
POINT OUT:
• Watch your body language (eye contact, hands open, odd smile, nods of head)
• Use persuasive techniques such as “How do you think the team feel about you coming in
late?” or “What would you do if you were the boss, and it was me coming in late?”
• Listen to what they have to say
• Keep open minded about the situation
• There could be a whole host of reasons why their performance/conduct is below your
standard:
 e.g. 1: Coming in late / being absent - could be an issue around family circumstances
- e.g. child minder gone sick
 e.g. 2: Poor paperwork completion - need more coaching but afraid to mention it to
you
• Keep them owning the issue e.g. the manager who looked for a car share for an individual
who couldn’t get into work on time because of trains – he also went to see personnel and
designed a notice board poster
• Beware of deflecting tactics e.g. “The computers are too slow”
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CASE STUDIES

INTRODUCE section by explaining that we will look at a number of case studies on typical
‘difficult’ leadership/managerial situations.
REFER to manual: Dealing with Difficult Situations: Case Studies and separate handout
‘Management Case Studies ANSWERS’.
Trainer Tip: Perhaps do Scenario 1 as a total group, with the rest of the Scenarios being tackled
in small groups, asking delegates to scribe their approaches on flips. These can be posted
around the room to talk through or get other groups to ‘visit’ flips to critique first, then have
‘whole group’ discussion on validity of approaches. In either approach, ENCOURAGE delegates
to get into detail – tips, tactics, reasons for behaviour, forms of words, body language etc.
When debriefing delegates, STRESS:
• In Scenario 1, it can be useful to start by identifying the ISSUES first before the ACTIONS they
would take
• The importance of getting advice from Human Resources (or company legal representative)
on any difficult ‘people’ situation, and to use the case studies as examples of one company’s
approach. We must consider all the circumstances in our actions, not copy another company’s
approach!
• Reviewing some of our actions in the light of the effect on the ‘3 circle model’ covered on day
1
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